
 

New outdoor designs by Bolia
Made to last for years

For the release of their new Spring Collection, Bolia has significantly expanded their 
Outdoor Collection, which now holds designs in almost every category. With the new 
additions, it is possible to decorate a complete outdoor oasis with New Scandinavian 
Design.

Bolia has developed a collection of kitchen accessories that reflects its love of Scandi-
navia in the design language and durable choice of materials. The arrival of spring also 
announces the launch of four new outdoor pieces from Bolia – four outdoor pieces that 
have come to live through a reinterpretation of existing indoor versions. 

With its refined proportions and details, the Track Outdoor table sets the scene for a 
dining area, on a patio or by the pool. Designed by Italian Studio Nooi, Track can be 
combined with a bench in the same series or the durable Seed chair for a light and con-
sistent look. The Track Outdoor table is handcrafted with a tabletop in vibrated concrete 
combined with table legs in grey lacquered steel. A timeless design which is built to 
withstand wind and weather in high quality materials of exceptional stability and dura-
bility. 
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Fourth and last outdoor launch is the 
Seed Outdoor chair by Hans Thyge 
& Co. This new version with or with-
out armrests is created with the 
same poetically shaped shell, made 
entirely from recycled plastic. Seed 
is designed to embrace you with ex-
ceptional comfort and support. It is 
shaped with soft curves that embrace 
the body, ensuring the same comfort 
in both indoor and outdoor versions.

Spring brings a new fresh and inspir-
ing energy, which calls for beautiful 
moments under the sun. The light and 
sensual design universe of the Bolia 
Spring Collection clearly refers to the 
Scandinavian nature and its spring 
season full of optimistic perspectives. 
All the pieces are designed by talent-
ed designers from around the world 
who share Bolia’s passion for creativi-
ty and durability.

Simple yet sophisticated, the Como Outdoor coffee table is created with the same aes-
thetics and expression as the original indoor version. The simple and elegant coffee 
table is made of particularly resistant materials — concrete and steel — with a matt sur-
face that stands in beautiful contrast to natural surroundings.

This spring also welcomes the new outdoor version of the Drum coffee tables by kasch-
kasch. Created with the same materials as the Como Outdoor coffee table, the sizes 
and shapes can be mixed and matched. The clean lines are minimalist and very modern, 
while the round shape allows for great versatility.
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